
TRADE PRACTICES ACT 1974

UNDERTAKING TO THE AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION & CONSUMER
COMMISSION GIVEN FOR THE PURPOSES OF SECTION 87B

BY

MAINSTYLE HOLDINGS PTY LTD
(ACN 110 327 654)

and

PLATINUM MENSWEAR PTY LTD
(ACN 084 750 452)

PERSONS GIVING THESE UNDERTAKINGS

1. These undertakings are given to the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC) by Mainstyle Holdings Pty Ltd (ACN 110 327 654)
(Mainstyle), Unit 6, 42 Ardross Street, Applecross, in the state of Western
Australia and Platinum Menswear Pty Ltd (ACN 084 750 452) (Platinum), 92
Roe Street, Northbridge, in the state of Western Australia, under section 87B
of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (TPA).

BACKGROUND

2. Mainstyle trades under the name of Platinum Menswear in a store located at
633 Hay Street Mall in Perth and Platinum trades under the name of Platinum
Menswear in a store located at 111 Toorak Road, South Yarra in Melbourne.
The stores sell mens' clothing and clothing accessories to consumers in the
Perth and Melbourne metropolitan areas.

3. Between April and September 2007, Mainstyle published or authorised the
publication of a number of advertisements in The West Australian and The
Sunday Times newspapers in Perth and Platinum published or authorised the
publication of a number of advertisements in The Age newspaper in
Melbourne (the advertisements). The advertisements were also placed in the
shop front window of both the Perth and Melbourne Platinum Menswear
stores.

4. Mainstyle and Platinum, in advertising a "Buy One Get One Free" Studio
Italia suit offer, represented that all the suits the subject of the offer were made
in Australia. During that suit promotion, a number of the Studio Italia suits
being made available to consumers were made in China.

5. The ACCC was concerned that Mainstyle and Platinum had contravened
section 52 of the TPA in that they had engaged in conduct that was misleading
or deceptive, or likely to mislead or deceive, by representing that all the suits
available to consumers for purchase were made in Australia when this was not
the case.



6. The ACCC was also concerned that Mainstyle and Platinum had contravened
section 53(eb) of the TPA by making false or misleading representations
concerning the place of origin of the Studio Italia suits, as a result of a number
of the advertised suits having been sourced from a place other than Australia.

7. The ACCC's concerns were communicated to Mainstyle and Platinum.
Mainstyle and Platinum immediately took action to ensure no further
advertisements would be published in the newspapers.

8. Mainstyle and Platinum acknowledge the ACCC's concerns that they engaged
in conduct that contravened sections 52 and 53(eb) of the TPA.

9. In response to the ACCC's concerns, Mainstyle and Platinum have offered
undertakings to the ACCC, in the terms set out below, under section 87B of
the TPA. The ACCC has agreed to accept the undertakings under section 87B
of the TPA.

COMMENCEMENT OF UNDERTAKINGS

10. These undertakings come into effect when the ACCC accepts the undertakings
which have been executed by Mainstyle and Platinum.

11. Upon the commencement of these undertakings, Mainstyle and Platinum
undertake to assume the obligations set out in paragraphs 12 to 21.

UNDERTAKINGS

12. Mainstyle and Platinum undertake that, for a period of 3 years, when offering
or advertising clothing or clothing accessories for sale and making
representations as to the place of origin of the goods, each of them will not in
any form of advertisement or promotional material published by or on behalf
of Mainstyle and Platinum make place of origin representations without
reasonable grounds for believing the goods were sourced from the represented
place of origin.

13. Mainstyle undertakes that it will, within 30 days of these undertakings coming
into effect, cause a corrective notice in the form set out in Annexure A to be
published of a size no less than 14.5cm x 12.5cm and in a text with a type face
not less than 12 point, within the Business sections of The West Australian and
within the first 10 pages of the STM Magazine that accompanies The Sunday
Times newspaper.

14. Platinum undertakes it will, within 30 days of these undertakings coming into
effect, cause a corrective notice in the form set out in Annexure A to be
published of a size no less than 14.5cm x 12.5cm and in a text with a type face
not less than 12 point, within the Business section of The Age newspaper.

15. Mainstyle undertakes that it will, within 30 days of these undertakings coming
into effect, cause a corrective notice in the form set out in Annexure B to be
displayed of a size no less than 30cm x 21cm (A4 size) and in a text with a
type face not less than 12 point, with two notices appearing in each of the two
front windows of its Perth Platinum Menswear store for a period of 21 days.



16. Platinum undertakes that it will, within 30 days of these undertakings coming
into effect, cause a corrective notice in the form set out in Annexure B to be
displayed of a size no less than 30cm x 21cm (A4 size) and in a text with a
type face not less than 12 point, with two notices appearing in each of the two
front windows of its Melbourne Platinum Menswear store for a period of 21
days.

17. Mainstyle undertakes that it will, within 40 days of these undertakings coming
into effect, provide to the ACCC a written statement of the steps taken in
compliance with paragraphs 13 and 15 above.

18. Platinum undertakes that it will, within 40 days of these undertakings coming
into effect, provide to the ACCC a written statement of the steps taken in
compliance with paragraphs 14 and 16 above.

19. Mainstyle will offer a refund of the purchase price of any Chinese made
Studio Italia suit purchased between April and September 2007 to any
consumer who believed they were purchasing an Australian made Studio Italia
suit from Mainstyle and who provides proof of purchase and returns the
Chinese made suit to Mainstyle. Mainstyle will continue to offer these refunds
for 6 months after the commencement of these undertakings.

20. Platinum will offer a refund of the purchase price of any Chinese made Studio
Italia suit purchased between April and September 2007 to any consumer who
believed they were purchasing an Australian made Studio Italia suit from
Platinum and who provides proof of purchase and returns the Chinese made
suit to Platinum. Platinum will continue to offer these refunds for 6 months
after the commencement of these undertakings.

21. Mainstyle and Platinum undertake, that each of them, will at their own
expense, implement trade practices training for their staff covering sections 52
and 53 of the TPA and a corporate complaints handling system, in accordance
with the requirements set out below:

Training

a) Within 3 months of these undertakings coming into effect, all officers
and employees of Mainstyle and Platinum who are engaged in senior
executive, marketing or sales functions (Relevant Staff) will attend
practical trade practices training focusing on the application of sections
52 and 53 of the TPA.

b) Mainstyle and Platinum will ensure that the training referred to in
paragraph a) above is administered by a suitably qualified, compliance
professional or legal practitioner (trade practices professional) with
expertise in trade practices law.

c) Mainstyle and Platinum will provide a written statement or certificate
from the trade practices professional who conducts the training referred
to in paragraph a) above to the ACCC within 14 days of completion of
the training verifying that such training has occurred.

d) Mainstyle and Platinum will use its best endeavours to procure from
the trade practices professional referred to in paragraph b) above a
printed handout of practical trade practices issues covered in the
training course referred to in paragraph a) above.



e) Mainstyle and Platinum will ensure that the printed handout referred to
in paragraph d) above is provided to any Relevant Staff commencing
employment with Mainstyle and Platinum after the training referred to
in paragraph a) above is completed.

f) If requested by the ACCC, Mainstyle and Platinum will provide, at its
own expense, copies of any other documents or information in respect
of matters which are the subject of the training referred to in paragraph
a) above or in respect of the printed handout referred to in paragraph d)
above.

Complaints Handling

g) Within two months of these undertakings coming into effect, Mainstyle
and Platinum will develop a system for recording, storing and
responding to trade practices complaints (Complaints Handling
System).

h) Mainstyle and Platinum will ensure a Relevant Staff member is
charged with the responsibility of implementing and overseeing the
Complaints Handling System.

i) Within three months of these undertakings coming into effect,
Mainstyle and Platinum will provide the ACCC with an outline of the
Complaints Handling System developed.

j) If requested by the ACCC, Mainstyle and Platinum will provide, at its
own expense, copies of any other documents or information in respect
of matters which are the subject of the Complaints Handling System.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

22. Mainstyle and Platinum acknowledge that the ACCC will make these
undertakings available for public inspection.

23. Mainstyle and Platinum further acknowledge that the ACCC will from time to
time publicly refer to these undertakings.

24. Mainstyle and Platinum acknowledge and accept that these undertakings in no
way derogate from the rights and remedies available to any other person
arising from the alleged conduct.



Graeme Julian Samuel
Chairman

Signed by Mainstyle Holding Pty Ltd in accordance with Section 127 (1)(c) of
the Corporations Act 2001.

Director/Secretary:  - 4k\
This ,3 day of CC-,Ev\lfook 2007.

Signed by Platinum Menswear Pty Ltd in accordance with Section 127 (1)(c)
of the Corporations Act 2001.

Director/Secre

This	 day of '-'N_-ct,3n,i&R.. .2007.

ACCEPTED BY THE AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION & CONSUMER
COMMISSION PURSUANT TO SECTION 87B OF THE TRADE
PRACTICES ACT 1974

This 7 day oi-D.e-t--,,L-\‘'€2-n2007.



Annexure A

Corrective Notice

Platinum Menswear
During Platinum Menswear's 2007 "Best Australian Two-Trouser Suit Offer"
promotion in relation to Studio Italia suits, in some instances consumers purchased
a Chinese-made Studio Italia suit and not an Australian-made Studio Italia suit,
without being informed by Platinum that the suit was made in China.

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) raised concerns
with Platinum that as a number of the suits being offered for sale to consumers were
made in China, Platinum may have contravened some of the consumer protection
provisions under the Trade Practices Act 1974.

Platinum acknowledges its conduct may have misled those consumers in relation to
the place of manufacturer of the suit, and has provided court enforceable
undertakings to the ACCC.

The undertakings require Platinum to not make any claims as to the place of origin
of any goods it sells to consumers unless it has reasonable grounds for believing the
goods were sourced from the place of origin being advertised.

Platinum has also undertaken to the ACCC to provide a refund to any consumer
who purchased a Chinese-made Studio Italia suit and who believes they were
purchasing an Australian-made suit.

PLATINUM MENSWEAR LOGO AND RETAIL OUTLET ADDRESS

(Format, font size and font style as appearing in previous advertisement)



Annexure B

Corrective Notice

Platinum Menswear
In 2007, Platinum Menswear conducted a sales promotion referring to "BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE Best Australian Two-Trouser Suit Offer" in relation to Studio
Italia suits.

Australian-made Studio Italia suits were available for purchase from Platinum's
stores. In some size and style combinations of Studio Italia suits, however, at
various times Platinum held stocks of same style and quality Studio Italia suits that
were made in China.

In some cases, consumers responding to the sales promotion purchased a Chinese-
made Studio Italia suit and not an Australian-made Studio Italia suit, without being
informed by Platinum that the suit was made in China.

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) raised concerns
with Platinum that as a number of the suits being offered for sale to consumers were
made in China, Platinum may have contravened some of the consumer protection
provisions under the Trade Practices Act 1974.

Platinum acknowledges its conduct may have misled those consumers in relation to
the place of manufacturer of the suit, and has provided court enforceable
undertakings to the ACCC.

The undertakings require Platinum:

• not to engage in or otherwise be involved in conduct relating to the place of
origin of goods that is false, misleading, or likely to mislead consumers;

• to publish this notice and a corrective notice in the newspaper;
• to provide a refund to any consumer who purchased a Chinese-made Studio

Italia suit and who believes they were purchasing an Australian-made suit;
and

• to implement a Trade Practices Compliance Program which will include
appropriate training of its officers and employees.

PLATINUM MENSWEAR LOGO AND RETAIL OUTLET ADDRESS

(Format, font size and font style as appearing in previous advertisement)
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